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World-class temporary acoustic barriers

Our acoustic barriers are the best on the market, and reduce sound energy by up to 99%. They are also lightweight and weatherproof, so they can be used in all work conditions and locations.

Contact us



Easy to install, lightweight yet effective

Our lightweight acoustic barriers are 70% faster to install and remove than other barriers. They're easy to transport, deploy, and store but give market leading performance

View Products



Enhance your reputation

Put your community care message front and center on our products, and let everyone know that you are a responsible contractor who cares about noise pollution reduction.

View Products



Durable noise control

No matter how demanding your environment, our award-winning solutions keep on performing. And because our barriers are weatherproof and UV resistant, they always look as good as new.

View Products



Environmentally friendly

We use environmentally friendly materials to make our products, and our recycle buy back scheme helps customers reduce waste.

View Products










World-class temporary acoustic barriers

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare.

View Products
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H9™
Used for construction, road, rail, oil and gas, utilities and events.
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H10™
The best performance temporary acoustic barriers on the market, for any job, even in severe weather.
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H8™
Extra-rapid deployment on large-scale projects.
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CS™ Cutting Station
The Echo Barrier CS Cutting Station™ is a portable, quick-to-install and designed to contain noise from cutting activities.
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CS Compact
A more compact enclosure to contain noise from cutting activities in smaller work areas.
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PB3™
Used with 1-meter high Street Works pedestrian barriers for road, construction, demolition and utilities.
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Mini Genset M1™
An easy-to-deploy enclosure for small generators.
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H-EX Extension™
Barrier extensions for use with generators and HVAC.
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V1™
Used for construction, utilities, demolition.
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TB6™
Superior performance for a larger range of frequencies, ideal for indoor noise management.
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TB1™
For management of indoor noise sources and highly reflective environments.
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H2™
Used for road, rail, construction, demolition, oil & gas, utilities and events.
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H4™
Eco-optimised, high-performance attenuation for industrial applications.
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H5™
Eco-optimised (biodegradable infill), with added fire resistance for industrial applications.
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HT 3.5™
HT 3.5 for easy deployment water and UV resistant for fitting to 3.5m fencing
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H9™
Used for construction, road, rail, oil and gas, utilities and events.
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H10™
The best performance temporary acoustic barriers on the market, for any job, even in severe weather.
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H8™
Extra-rapid deployment on large-scale projects.
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CS™ Cutting Station
The Echo Barrier CS Cutting Station™ is a portable, quick-to-install and designed to contain noise from cutting activities.
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CS Compact
A more compact enclosure to contain noise from cutting activities in smaller work areas.
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PB3™
Used with 1-meter high Street Works pedestrian barriers for road, construction, demolition and utilities.
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Mini Genset M1™
An easy-to-deploy enclosure for small generators.
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H-EX Extension™
Barrier extensions for use with generators and HVAC.
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V1™
Used for construction, utilities, demolition.
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TB6™
Superior performance for a larger range of frequencies, ideal for indoor noise management.
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TB1™
For management of indoor noise sources and highly reflective environments.
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H2™
Used for road, rail, construction, demolition, oil & gas, utilities and events.
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H4™
Eco-optimised, high-performance attenuation for industrial applications.
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H5™
Eco-optimised (biodegradable infill), with added fire resistance for industrial applications.






Easy to install, lightweight and effective
Our cutting edge acoustic barriers are used worldwide, tested and proven to give up to 43dB noise control.
View Products
[image: Sound wave icon]Up to 43dB noise control
Our cutting edge acoustic barriers are used worldwide, tested and proven to give up to 43dB noise control.

[image: Time icon.]Easy quick installation
Our barriers are easy to deploy, so you can get to work quickly and keep under budget.

[image: Cloud icon.]100% weatherproof UV resistant
Our sound barriers withstand even the harshest weather and will last for years to come. Certified as waterproof to both IPX6 & IPX9, BS EN 60529:1992 and tested from -40ºC to +70ºC.

[image: Design icon.]Aesthetic design
Echo Barrier products maintain their aesthetic—and stay looking great. This is proven to keep complaints to a minimum.

[image: Gear Icon]Durable, long lasting
Our acoustic barrier products are seriously tough, and will outlast comparable solutions by up to five times. Lifetime value is unmatched.
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reputation
Echo Barrier panels deliver more than just outstanding performance. They're a great way for responsible contractors to lift your company's image too. 
Products



Our Approach
Echo Barrier is the market leader in temporary acoustic noise control. Our scientific approach to product design and focus on innovation, quality, and technical support ensures that we provide products and service of unmatched excellence. We also prioritize protecting workers and communities from noise pollution and minimizing our company’s carbon footprint.
Find out more


Who we work with
Our flexible, easy-to-deploy temporary acoustic barrier solutions are well suited to 
any worksite. That’s why we’re the trust provider for many companies in numerous 
industries. No matter what industry you’re in, if you have noise issues, contact us.
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Our temporary construction noise control barriers eliminate nuisance by reducing noise energy by up to 99%
Find out more
Construction
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Our lightweight panels are easy to assemble and quick to transport, and keep performing in any weather.
Find out more
Rail
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Our temporary noise control systems allow event organizers to maximize volume at live music and sporting events.
Find out more
Events
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Echo Barrier reduce noise, increasing productivity and minimizing complaints. For market-leading noise control it is our way on the highway.
Find out more
Highway
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Our temporary acoustic barriers are quick and easy to install around noisy street works.
Find out more
Utilities
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Our temporary noise reduction barriers provide a simple, fast and effective noise control solution for the oil and gas industry.
Find out more
Oil & Gas
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We’re helping the mining industry to protect the health of its workforce by solving the problem of noise control.
Find out more
Mining
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Our acoustic experts have designed temporary noise barriers and cross dampers that meet the unique challenges of demolition work.
Find out more
Demolition
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We are market leaders
in portable sound control
We are trailblazers in sound control and acoustic barrier technology. Our team has more than 30 years of experience, and our engineers are among the world's top experts in acoustic barrier design.

QA
World class Quality Assurance
At Echo Barrier, we always strive to deliver the best product. We take quality assurance, learning and development, and best practice seriously. All our barriers are finished by hand, and are thoroughly tested in both labs and the field to ensure they meet our high standards. We meet and exceed ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001

Support
Full service support
Tech support is as important to us as it is to you. Our support team is here to help make sure that you find the right noise reduction solution for your needs.
Call usCall usCall usCall usCall us





Want more info?
Enquire now
Our friendly team of experts
will be happy to help.

Talk to usTalk to usTalk to usTalk to usTalk to us
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Country*
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More information*

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.





Why are we an industry leading provider?
As the industry's leading provider of noise reduction enclosures and acoustic barriers, you cannot go wrong when working with Echo Barrier and choosing our products for all of your noise reduction needs. Our sustainable, durable, efficient, and cost-effective acoustic tents, acoustic boxes, acoustic enclosures, and sound barriers come out on top when it comes to noise control solutions.

We focus on delivering unmatched performance while being environmentally responsible and keeping sustainability at our core. This has helped us establish ourselves as the go-to source for noise control solutions in just about every industry. There is nothing worse than having a few noise complaints put a damper on your project or event, and this is where a temporary acoustic barrier from Echo Barrier can be just what you need to assist with extra noise absorption. Our premium acoustic sound barriers, acoustic enclosures, and state-of-the-art solutions can effectively combat all types of temporary noise pollution.

All of our cutting-edge acoustic barrier systems are also meticulously engineered for top-class noise absorption in diverse environments, including rail and highway works, construction and demolition sites, mining, oil and gas industries, and noisy events. Our acoustic barriers and enclosures are ideal for all temporary work and events, as they also have the added benefits of being lightweight, waterproof, and quick and easy to assemble and dismantle. We are always pushing for innovation and are dedicated to constantly improving our products to be the best when it comes to noise reduction. This is why we put a strong focus on continuous research and development to ensure that our products are of the highest quality while being suitable for your ever changing needs. We understand that there is always room for improvement. We also leverage advanced technology and superior materials when producing our temporary acoustic barriers - our solutions never disappoint.

At Echo Barrier, we are dedicated to putting our clients first. We have long taken pride in our reputation for delivering exceptional noise control solutions, and our loyal clients consistently rely on our products for their proven longevity and outstanding performance in the most demanding environments. 

With our expertise and commitment to excellence, we guarantee that you will receive a solution that not only meets but exceeds your expectations. Make the right choice and get in touch with the team at Echo Barrier today to explore our range of temporary noise control solutions and work with our contractors and developers to engineer unique noise control solutions that are tailored specifically to your individual requirements.
Find out more



Our Bestsellers
HT 3.5 Acoustic Barrier
V1™ Acoustic Barrier and Folding Frame
The M1™ Mini Genset Temporary Enclosure
H9 Acoustic barrier
H8 Acoustic Barrier
H10 Temporary Noise Control System
The Echobarrier CS Cutting Station





Learn about our acoustic systems
Our award-winning acoustic enclosures and acoustic barriers check every box when it comes to the top six areas that are essential for all noise absorption products. These areas include durability, world-class sound absorption, site geometry, 100% weatherproof, unrivaled noise attenuation, and efficiency. Our top products include the CS cutting station and the Echo Barrier H9 acoustic barrier, and we can assure you that every acoustic tent and noise reflection product we produce goes through thorough field and laboratory testing, so we can offer you noise control solutions that have been thought out to the last detail and are the most secure and top-performing on the market. Every sound barrier we offer has up to 100% acoustic absorption and up to 43 dB reduction at certain frequencies. Not only are our noise control solutions highly efficient, but they are also easy to transport, store, and install, making your noise reduction efforts easier than ever before. 

Our H-series acoustic barriers are among some of our top products that will more than do the job for your noise reduction needs. The H8, H9, and H10 acoustic barriers are prime examples of our top-quality and world-class performance. The H8 acoustic barrier is ideal when you need rapid deployment on a large scale, as it is three times the size of our basic model. This acoustic barrier is suitable for installation at a highway or railway worksite. On the other hand, we have the H9, one of our most popular products due to its high performance. This acoustic barrier offers up to 43 dB reduction at some frequencies and is well suited to some of the harshest working environments. 

The H10 is one of our more advanced acoustic barriers and is effective in some of the most extreme conditions, as it offers up to 43,5 dB acoustic reduction at certain frequencies. This acoustic barrier also features an extra membrane on the back, making it even more noise resistant, especially for demolition work. All of our acoustic barriers can be used to build acoustic walls thanks to our vertical fitting kits, no matter your height or length specifications. This also makes them perfect for installations on scaffolding. There is not much that our acoustic barriers can’t do!

The Mini Genset M1 and V1 acoustic barrier and folding frame are perfect examples of our superior innovation. The M1 temporary acoustic enclosure offers a world-leading noise controlled design specifically for power units and small generators. The M1 provides optimal noise absorption, either as an acoustic enclosure or sound barrier. While the V1 is a portable acoustic screen more suitable for construction and demolition sites. Both of these promise superior noise reduction. On top of this, these systems have been specially designed to be as close to the noise source as possible, meaning that they can cut the noise even more.

Say goodbye to noise complaints and let us help you find the perfect sound barrier and solution for a particular job. We pride ourselves on the efficiency and reliability of our acoustic tents and products, and you’ll be glad that you chose us. Our portable noise barriers are just what you need to protect your workers and communities and revolutionize your working environment.
Our Products



Echo Barrier are proud to hold the following ISO certifications:
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Echo Barrier are proud members of the following industry bodies
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Echo Barrier Telephone Numbers
	United Kingdom: 
0845 561 3256
	USA: 
+1 800 728 9098
	Ireland: 
+353 1 568 6736
	Spain: 
+34 930 03 99 67
	France: 
+33 1 85 14 95 00
	Australia:
+61 2 7202 8144
	New Zealand:
+ 64 9 801 6378
	Slovakia:
+421 552304634
	Asia:
+65 3158 5879
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